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This paper is concerned with the stability of the integrals of differential equations of 

the form 

where a,, are continuous periodic functions of fi with a common basic period ‘LTT. 

The functions x, appear as series expansions in the variables x1,. . . , xn with periodic 

coefficients with the same period 2Ti. 

Usually the problem of stability of periodic motions is considered as being different 

from the problem of the stability of equilibrium or that of a steady-state motion. For 

instance, this is the manner used in the works of Poincarl and Liapunov to analyze that 

question. 

Here, it is proved that except for some nonessentially singular cases , the problem on 

the stability of periodic motions is always related to that of the stability of equilibrium. 

Liapunov has proved that this proposition is valid for the case of linear systems, i. e. 

X8 (x1, . ..I z,;l) c 0, by transforming the system of linear differential equations with 

periodic coefficients into a system with constant coefficients [l]. 

1. Let us consider the general case when in the system (0.1) we have 

LJsing Liapunov’s transformation, we can always bring the system (0.1) in a form for 

which all the coefficents of the linear parts are constants [l]. 

If the characteristic equation of the system (0.1) has rl2 roots equal to one, 4 pairs 

of conjugate roots of modulus one ( of the form v, = eiQxiA~ ) and p roots with 

moduli smaller than one, then the determining equation of the transformed system has 

m roots equal to zero, q pairs of pure imaginary roots (of the form & ix, ) and p 

roots with negative real parts. In that general case, the system of equations (0.1) can 

be represented in the form 

“) This work was received when the author was still alive: he took an active part in 
its preparation for printing ~ The reading of the proof pages during the printing process 
was done by V. G. Veretennikov. 
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(1.1) 

I,et ~1s represent the functions yS and .?, of the system (1. 1) by 

ya = ys@’ (!/I, - . -7 Yn,; t) + $, P,” (zl, . . . , z,,; t) jjlkl . . . $:I + 

+ Ysl b/l7 . . ., gn,; 21, * * ., zp, * t) (1.2) 

+ -%l (!/l, * . . , gn,; 21, . . . , zp; t) (A- = kl + . . $- Jr,,) 

Y NJ> = 2 YJk) (111, . . .) yn,; t), 8 
k>z 

llere p, :’ and gJ” are linear forms of the variables Z1 , . . . , 2, ; in Sections 1 and 

2 the superscript asterisk ” replaces the index hl,. , . , 

Equation 1 g,k - ‘4s k v 1 = 
9 

. 

0 has roots with zero real parts, and Equation 

1 PJi - 6jiX 1 = 0 

with negative real parts. 

We shall assume, that the right-hand sides of the system (1.1) satisfy the following 

conditions : 
1) The forms 2, (k) s 0 for ?$ 5 N, 

2) The linear forms 
p @I... kn,) 

3) The forms’ 4 

EU for k,+...+&,<N 

(‘) for k 5 fl have constant coefficients 

If these conditions are satisfied for the system 

and if a Liapunov or Chetaev function is found, such that the sign of the derivatives of 

these functions is determined by forms of order not higher than the #th and does not 

depend on the forms of higher order, then the corresponding functions for the complete 

system are determined in the form 

V = v, (Yl, *** ,Y,,> + v, (z1, **- 7 4 (1 A) 

where vl is the Liapunov or Chetaev function for the system (1. 3) and V2 is deter- 

mined from Equation 

I,er us prove this assertion, 
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Let Vi (&,,... , $,J, 

2 

) 

tions (1.3), and let its 

be. a positiv; definite function, satisfying the system of equa- 

erivative VI be negative definite. Let us assume that the 
terms of order higher than N do not influence the sign of the derivative. We shall 
choose a function E/a from (1. 5). considering the quantity M < 0, 

On the basis of Equations (1.1) when the conditions (l), (2) and (3) are satisfied, we 
can represent the derivative of the function li in the form 

This expression can be given the form 

Y -- 5 5 S{ZjLfj(yl, 
c(Zl -- 

- * -3 yn,; 21, . * -, 
i=l j-_l 

“pi q (K = kr f . * . -f- kn*) 

for sufficiently small values of g. , ZJ the sign of the derivative v’ is determined 

by the sign of Expression M(z~” -t . . l t Zp’) independently from z 
t+ (S) 

. Expression 

z (I) does not change the sign of 1/1’. Thus the sign of V’ is determined by the sign 

of Expression V,’ ..:_ nf (z,? -1. . . * -+ 2,“) < 0 

The function ‘ti’ (yI,.._, y,,,; ,?I,,..., zp) (l&4) is positive definite. Consequently, 

the integrals of the system (I. 1) are asymppotically stable if its right-hand sides satis+ 

the conditions (1) to (:<) . 
Let us now assume that the system (1. 3) is such that there corresponds to it a function 

of Chetaev V, (yl ,..., $I,~,). 
‘Then the domain VI’ 

of the function VI’ 
> 0 is enclosed inside the domain v~’ > 0 , and this property 

is determined hy forms, the order of which is smaller than, or 
equal to #, independently from the forms of higher order. 

We shall take a Chetaev function, satisfying the system (3.1). in the form 

5’ S= c’, (i/x ,..., r/,J t V-2 (zl I..., z,,‘! 

IIere l/,(21+,.,. . Zp> is determined from Equation (1. 5) for # > 0 . 
C>n the basis of Equations (1.1) and when the conditions (1) to (3) are satisFied, the 

derivative of the function ij can he represented in the form (I. G) . [Mike in the pre- 
vious case, the functions S i , y do nor tlave to be eq!:al to zero for !it . . . .:‘I f/,,, y 

= Zl -= “’ =: z P -- ~- 0, ;irice the function Vl can incUe linear terms. 

the values of the function Li j by Li J (O) for values of yz , Z1 
Denoting 

equal to zero, we 
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represent a positive definite quadratic form . Then 

where Li, (1) become equal to zero for yI = . . . = y,,, .-~ z, :~ . . . --. zp I- 0. It is 

obvious that Expression G - (‘) does not change the sign of u(zl , . . . , zp) for sufficiently 
4) small & , ZJ , and G does not change the sign of VI’. Consequently, in the 

domain I/> 0 , the function E/’ represents a sign-definite function of all variables 

& * ZJ.. Since the function v, < 0 , the domain I/ > 0 is enclosed inside the domain 
V’ > 0 . Thus, I/ is a Chetaev function for the system of equations (1, 1). Similarly 

we can design functions I/ and w satisfying Chetaev’s theorem for the system (1.1) [2] . 

2, We shall prove now that any system of the form (1, 1) can be transformed into a 

new system, the right-hand side of which satisfy the conditions (1) to (3) . The prob- 
lems of stability with respect to the variables of the system (1.1) and the variables of 

the transformed system will be equivalent. 
Let us introduce the substitution 

where V j represent the fl first terms of the series UJ which satisfy Equations 

In the general case the series Uj diverge. 
We shall consider two possible cases. 

In the first case, the substitution of the variables zj in the Expressions (2.1) trans- 

forms exactly into zero all forms Y8Lk) (yl,. . . , yn,; t) corresponding to the values 
k 5 fl+ 1, no matter how large the number w is chosen. 

This is possible only if r, (yl ,..., Yn,; 
Ut,..., up; 1) zz 0 (2.3) 

where U j are series satisfying the system (2.2) . That case is essentially singular . 

When investigating it, we shall consider the transformation 

=i = 5j -t uj (Yl, . . ., Yn,i 2) 
This transformation is possible only when the series determined by Equations (2.2) 

converge . We shall prove the following . 

Theorem 2. 1 . If the system (1.1) is such that : 

1’ the relation 1 g,, - Gskv 1 = 0 does not have any multiple roots, or if they 

occur, to eacil such root corresponds a number of solutions equal to its order of multi- 

plicity : 
2O there is no relation of the type 
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be tween the roots of Equations / pj; - 6ji X 1 = 0 and 

(; = 1, _( p) 

j gsi; - 6$(X = 0 where E 

is any intger including zero, and the .ES are positive integers satisfying the condition 

m, + ..* +flQl. 

3” the functions YslYtr..., y,,,; z1 (yt ,..., y,,,; I) ,..., zP (gt,..., y,,; Ij, II S 0. 

Then there exists a unique system of holomorphic functions Zj = ZJ @I,..., y,,; i), 

periodic in t which satisfy the system 

(j --- 1,. . .) p) 

and are equal to zero for y, = . . . = gn, = 0. 
Let us transform the system (1.1) into canonic form 

5,’ = v,E, + z’s (Sk’ ‘li, 1), 71’ = %1’)11 + “1 (Sk? Vi* ‘) (2.4) 

‘rlj’= "jrljf 'j-lTlj_f + “j(E,V vi! t, (s,k=l, . . . . nl; i= I, ..,, p;i=2, . . . . p) 

We shall consider the system of functions qj = nj (&, . . . . E,,; t), satisfying the system 

(121 + . . . -I- kTt‘ ,, 1, > 3, kl + - . . -1 Iin, -1. /Lo + . . . + np > 2) 

Here the H(‘)i (i = 1, . . . . p) are equal to zero for Tb = . . . = VP = 0. 

We shall write the solutions of the system (2. 5) in the form 

where the a\kl”‘k’l)(~) are periodic functions of ti of period 27, subject to definition. 

Let us note that as a result of the substitution of i’! j in Expression zS the latter become 

identically equal to zero . 
Substituting the values of q J into the system (2. 5) and identifying the coefficients 

corresponding to the same powers in illi . . . ~~~~‘, we get linear djfferential equations 

for the determination of the coefficients a~“...‘~~~): 

ii;* -c hl*ul” 1: Al* + PI” (Z.6) 
aj’* + hj*aj* = 5’.,_Iaj_r* -: Aj* -) pi* cl- = 2, . ., 11; Ii1 -+ . * _t liIl, = I; i = 2,3,._) 
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where + stands for the superscript (Ic,, . . . . k,J and hj* = k,v, + . . . 4. k,L,v,lT - ‘ii. 

The terms ~“j ” represent polynomials of the coefficients A~.kl...kn~r’~...np) (t) and of 
the different powers of those U Jo for which k, f . . . f k,, < 1 - 1. 

Following the transformations of Liapunov , described in [l] (Sections 35 and 42), we 

shall prove the convergence of the series (‘2. 7) . 
Let us determine functions aJ* for al1 values of kl , . . . , k, which satisfy the con- 

dition k, $ . . . + k,, = I, considering that all the U J’X for whrc -h k, I_ . . . + k,,, <1 - 1 

are already known, in the form 

,-h,*f 
tczx 

n,* = - 
e2xh,* _ 1 c .Pt (Al* + PI*) at 

i 

e-hj*f I-tm 

ni *= 
ezzh.* _ i 

3 s e"j*' (Sj_tnj_l* j- Aj* + Pi*) dt (i=2, . -.* P) 
t 

(2.9) 

Let B j be the largest value of the quantity 
1 

1 klvl+ *. . + knlvnl - Xjl 

for all the values of k, which satisfy the condition h-r + + k,, >,2, and let the 

quantities Ul*, . . . , Up4 represent the largest values of the moduli of those al’. , . . ,a,,* 
for which kI + . . . + k,,< 1 - 1. Let us denote the largest values of the moduli AJq ~5) 
by CL j *, 

and by u!?; 
the largest values of the moduli of the expressions 3 ’ if in those 

the values of Aj‘ ’ n’ 
n,, .,I , 

’ p (t) are replaced by the largest values of their moduli and 

if aJ* is replaced by U j’ for kI + . . . -t- k,, < 1 - 1 . 

Expressions (2. 91 yield the largest values of the moduli of the a,* for which kl +. . . 
. ..+k. =a 

1 
u1* = BI (c1,* + PI+)> ‘j *=Bj(l’I_lluj_l*+Zj*t_Pj*) (j=3, . . ..p) (4.1’)) 

It is obvious that 

u .(I( I... k,,i ,; , ajtk,...k,lb , 
J 

(k, -t . . . -I- kit = I; j = 1, . . ., p) (2.11) 

Giving to 1 the values 2, 3,. , . , we determine the largest values of the moduli of 
all the coefficients entering the series (2.7). 

Now let us consider the system of equations 

Cl = Bl VI(O) (El, * -9 E,,) + PIC1) (El, . . .I En,; 51, . . ., 5,)l (2.12) 

tjzBj[15j_11 cj_l+ Fj’“‘(EIV * * VP En,) +Fj’l)jEl, *. .> 5;,!; CL* . * .P jp)l (i=2, *..I P) 

where FjcO) (E,, . . . . Enl); Fj’” (El, . . . . E,,; 51 ,..., 5,) (i = 1, . . ., p) are obtained from 
R.W (’ 

I blr . . . . E,,; t) and Hj(“(&, ..-, &,; :I, -saI 5~; 4 by substituting for A, *( fi) and 

~~lj’iil...ls,‘,n’..‘~~~ (t) the largest values of their moduli . 
We shall represent the solution of those equations in the form of the series 

cj = 2 Uj*Ql. . . <,,lint (i y= 1, . . . . p), (:‘I f... fk,,>2) (Z1.3) 

which are absolutely convergent, at least for sufficiently small values of J 5, 1 . 
It is simple to show that the coefficients UJ * are determined from Formulas (2.10). 
On the basis of the conditions (2.11) it can be asserted that the series (2. 7) are abso- 

lutely convergent, at least, for sufficiently small values of IS”, I. Passing to the 
original variables yfi, 2, , we get the expressions :i 2 -j (v~, . . . , [IL ; I) in the form 
of absolutely convergent series, at least, for sufficiently small values of 1 gs 1 . 
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Going back to the system of equations (2,2), it can be affirmed that the series 

uj (YET*-*, Yn,; d) are absolurely convergenr when the conditions of the proved theorem 
are met_ 

The system (1. l), after the transformation 

zj = 5j + uj (Y,v-**, #?a,; l) 

takes the form (2.14) 

where Ps,$’ and 8 8 J a are holomorphic functions of gl,. . . , Yn 
tozerofor yl= . . . = y,, = 0 and .& 

5 5,. 

1 and ZJ1 
which are equal 

do not con&~ linear terms in 

l,*** 9 
Let us transform into the canonic form the first group of equations of the system (2.14) 

by means of a linear transformation with constant real coefficients. We get 

(s, 1 = i, . . ., q; k, p = 1, . . ., m; i. i = i,. . ., P) 
Now let us write 

E ..a = x8 + 5 %jU#jr 
j=l 

;rls = Ys + j$l %jvsjq rk = Pk + $I f jwkj (2.16) 

where X, , y, , pk are new variables, and u, j , U, s , W k j are functions of &, 
qrt rP and $ , satisfying Equations 

(s= 1, . . . . q; k=l I..., m; j=1,.. .,p) 

This system of equations satisfies all the conditions of the theorem which has just been 

proved . Consequently, the functions czj, Usj, w,,.~ are determined in the form of 
absolutely convergent series with periodic coefficients. After the transformations (2.16), 
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the system of equations (2.15) takes the form 

2,’ = --x,Y, + XS czZ9 Y17 f$7 5i- t)7 Ys’ = k& + 1’s (511 YI7 6% 1 ci, f) 

Pk’ = pk (5l~ ?/II &i ci* l)? (2.17) 

where x,, Us , Pk , 2,’ are equal to zero for 61 = *, , = 6, = 0 , and furthermore 

where the functions x, , & and Pk do not include linear terms in the variabPes 
r ? 

5, ’ 
take a Liapunov function corresponding to the system (2.17) in the form 

where v is a positive definite quadratic form which satisfies Equation 

p aw 
gqj- (p& i- ’ - * + PjpSp) = - (51” + * * * + SPY 

The derivative v’ can be represented in the form 

ii” =r - 2 &s + 2 -$ Yi&&j 
j=l i:-:l j-1 

where (fi J are equal to zero for xS = y, = & = tj = 0" Consequently, the 

unperturbed motion is stable , 
Let us consider now the second possible case, which accurs when we have 

y, (!/I% * * -7 yn,; lLl, . . ., Up, t) = 2 Y&y (yt, . . . , gn,; t) If- 0 

as a result of the substitution of the variabIes z1 on the basis of Formulas (2. 1). 
Let us assume that the lowest of the forms y,!‘), which is not equal to zero, has an 

order hsfl, If b=#, we can proceed in the following manner l Take the func- 

tions Df equal to the sum of the #+ K first terms of the series determining 

uj (YI7.Y A&,; 11, taking for I( any arbitrary large number . Then the lowest form 

Y.lik’ c 1 ‘which has the order of fl , remains without changes and the lowest form Zf) 
has the order fl+K+ 1 , 
the lowest form ZJ:“) 

Consequently, in the second case, we can always consider’ 
as being lower than the form Ysr(k’ by any arbitrary large 

number K. 
Let us show how the system (1.1) is transformed into a new one for which the condi- 

tion (2) is satisfied . We shall assume that in the system (I, 1) all the QS k and pj i 
are equal ro zero with the exception of 

&!I, = Ylr - - *,g?z,,, = Yn,, fJll=Xlt**.rppp===1Cp 

&I = 0, 3 * * *T &n,n,-1 E G-1, Pi1 = 817 f . .*Ppp-l- 6 p-1 

We can always bring the system (1.1) into such a form by means of linear substitu- 

tions . Let us introduce the change of variables 

y* = ye + x u,*y:I . . . .lQ 
(2.18) 

(1 < I(, -+. . + k,,,cN; s = I.. . ., I(f) 

Here the U, * are linear forms of zl ,. . . , 2, having periodic coefficients and 

satisfying the relations 
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= - [k, Y1 + * . . + (k, - 1) v, -+ . 1 1 + kn,Yn,] us* -I- WL -- 

- (JhSQsu, &rl k*il...k,,,) -. . . - (J&,,+_ 1 )(-&&s ~~~*~JG-~-l k*t+l) _i_ p,* 4 F,” 

The quantities F,* (k, + . . . -/- Jt,,, I= 8) are polynomials of those U,” for which 

Ic, + “II -I- k,, < 8 - 1. For 6--I allthe4:*sO, 

These equations allow the determination of US * as linear forms of al), . , , Z, having 
continuous periodic coefficients of period 2n. 

The functions r&* fir,,..., zp; t) can have complex coefficients, which appeared 

as a result of the linear transformation transforming the coefficients QSk and $71~ into 

zero , If we perform the inverse transformation, then for Expressions 

u,* ytk’. . .&l,h‘Q 

we get real values. As a result of the transformations (2.1) and (2.18) the system (1.1) 

takes the form 

( K := /cl -I- . . _1- k,,) 

The transformations of the system (0.1) into the form (2.20) when the a, k are con- 
stant, and the & do not depend explicitly on time, were presented by the author in 

r33 l For the system (2,20) to satisfy also the condition (3) it is necessary to transform 

it to the form in which the functions which play the role of Y,!“’ (k < N)? have con- 

stant coefficients . 
It is sufficient to show the possibility of such a transformation for the “shortenedsystem 

3, Let us assume at first that the characteristic equation of the system (2.21) has ,D? 
roots equal to zero to which there correspond ?7l groups of solutions and Q pairs of pure 
imaginary roots f t AS satisfying the condition 

(3.5) 
l3=1 LX=1 

where the 78 8 and &’ are integers, including zero . 
In this case the system (2.21) can be transformed into the form 

. 
$3 = -&y, -I- Xs(%Yi, Er, t)? yis' == h&r:, -t_ Ys(Xi,,vir l&,t) 

gj'= Ej(zt, @it Er, t, 
(St r' = 1,. . .* (i;j,r:=l,.... .~J) (X2) 
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? 
As” (1) r A,* (t + 3n) 

Here and further on in this Section, the superscript * replaces the index (k,. . . k,m,. . . 

. . . 7?2,6,...6,). 
Let us rewrite the system (3, 3) using variables 6 8 , 5, and rl j , setting 

2, =-- C8 + U, (z,;, z;, CT, t), 2, F-- cfi -1. I:, (Zi, Zi, Et, 1), jj = 111 _’ i’; (Zi, .Zi, 5,. !) 

and considering U 8 , gi, , Uj as being periodic functions of i? subject to definition . 
We shall represent these functions in the form 

U, .--_ &,* (1)Ztkl. . - ZQkd17~1’ . ..Zq’X.%, . Q#” (8 : 1,. . . . ‘I; i = 1,. . ., f/L) 

I?j = 2 Uj* (1) Z:‘. . . Z%‘jF’. . . ty”;f’ a , . 5::‘: 

The transformed system takes the form 

5,’ = iA,& -t- ,g, ZsI’t), Z,’ - -- i?& !- 2 Zsl”‘, q;’ ; i Ijj(O (3.,5) 

The functions zi) 
I;.. 2 ,‘_’ I 

and Hi” can be represented as 

&l(r) = x us* (t) 51111 . . . g,“,iLpJ . . . ~*mql~l . . . qJn is=1,...,q) (3.6) 

ffj(‘) = 2 bj” (t) Plkt. . . 6qkq&ml . . . ~q”‘~~~~I. . . qrn6m (i=i, . ..,m) 

The coefficients a,*( 6 ) and b,*( 6 ) for 

kl + ._. -I- kq + ml + . . . + m, + 8, + . . . + 6, = k 
have the form 

ch * 
(3.7) 

a, *=---i[(kl-mm,)hl+... 
dt + 6 - m, - 1) h, + . . . + 

+ V% - m,) A,1 us* + A,* (t) + F,* (up), iii?, ty), t) 

dvj* 
bj* =-dt -i[(kl-mmr)hl+...+(k,-mn,)h,+... + 

+ (k, - mq) &I uj* + Bj* (t) + @j* (U,‘l), ii,(‘), vi(‘), t) 
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where the E * and Gj* are known functions of ti and those ‘0 U, 
I?) 

,2:;, s u u) ) for 

which a c k- 1 . For k = 2 all the E‘, * and @ J* are identically equal to zero . 
The coefficients zS ’ are determined by analogous relations , 

From (3.7) there follows that for different values of the functions U, *, zSg and UJQ 
we get different values of the coefficients CL,“, & and k;, We shall determine 2.4, ” 

iis* and UJo in such a way that a,*, & * and 5,’ are equal to zero or to constant 

quantities. 
Let us assume that all the functions US* and U J* for which 

k, + . . . + k, + m, ? . . . + mq + 6, + . . . +- 6, = k - 1 

are determined from the conditions Us” = 0 , b,* = 0 , or a,* = const , bj = const . 

We shall determine U, * and V j* for 

k, + . . . -/- k, + m, + . . . -t mq + 6, + . . . + 6, = k 

Let us consider the set of the numbers k, and Vl, which satisfy the condition 

d=(lol--mm,)hl+...+(k,-mm,--l)h,f...+(k,---mJh,#O 

(h + . . + k, _t ml + . . . + mq + 61 + . . . + 6, = k) 

It is evident that for such values of kc, and Vl, we can determine the functions US* 
for any arbitrary value of a, * . We shall find these functions for the conditions &*= 0 . 

Let us note that on the basis of (3. l), the equality d = 0 is possible only for 

k, = m,,..., Fc, = m, -I- I,..., k, = m, (3.8) 
We shall determine the coefficients US* corresponding to the index (ICI.. . h,. . . 

, . . k, kl,.. Ic, - l... kg&... a,), by the relations 

* ’ !(A,* +F,*)dt 4 =E 

Then the periodic functions US4 having the same index are determined from Equations 
drr .* 
b : -a,” + .‘I,* + ti’\* 

rit 
(a 1, . *, I/) (3.9) 

Let us determine the functions Uj in the following manner. Let us seek the periodic 

functions u j * with the condition bJ* = 0 for the numbers k, and ??l, satisfying the 
condition 

dl=(Icl-~ml)hl+ . ..+(kg-ms)h.+...+(kq-mm,)h,#O 

(k,+.. .+kq+ml+. . .+m4:+61+. . . +&,,=k) 

Noting that the equality dl = o is possible only for 

k, = m,,..., k, = m, (3.10) 

We shall determine the b,* corresponding to the index (k,. ..k,k,. ..k,6, . . . . a,,.,), 
by Equations 2x 

bj* _ ~~ S (Bj” + pi*) dt 

I, 

and the periodic functions Uj from Equations 

dujX 

dt= 
Bj* + CDj” - bj” (i = 1, . . ., m) 

Consequently we can assert that in Expressions (3.6) the forms &r(r) will contain 
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contain only those terms for which the powers of k;, and m, satisfy the condition (:C S), 
and the forms Ilj(l’ will retain only those powers which satisfy the condition (13.1 0) . 

Assigning to the term it the values 2, 3. . . . , N, we shall determine all the U;’ 

and UJ” for which h’, m/ . . . -~; /;,, ~. 1~1~ ;~ . . . mr- 1/l,, 1 h, -i ._. -i 6,,, G i\‘. 

As a result of the transformation the system of equations (3.5) takes on the form 

‘11 * = x:?* (r;l$“l . . . (:,,&,)“l~ q161. . . i],:?)t + !II(” ” (L, ii, ql, l) i;{..il) 

~s,j~_l,..., q; /.I’-:! ,..., It!; :!<Y~‘j-i . ..-I Zk,-i 61 : . ..-f+S.fi,<iv) 

where %, 
w, Yp*l’ and g\- II 

do not contain terms ot order lower than ( fl+ 1). 

Investigating the canonic systems in the case of irrational A, and assuming QZ = 0 , 
Birkhof f4] has obtained an analogous system . Assuming 

ie 
c5 Lx )‘,c S) ‘a * :Z a,” _t ip,‘” s 

we get 
rz’ = I‘, c rj*rlZ~Lt . . . I’,! 21; “Q”‘. , . r&I $ Ip- 

rs% = h,l-, + r,< 2 p,*$I . . . rrl*hQ~~ . . q,,L + psCN 1’ (3.12) 

qj’ = 2 bj*rl”““. . . T.112kY~1SI. . . T)m6TFl $_ ~~,” “’ 

If the question of stability is solved by the terms of the &h order independently of 
the terms’of higher order. the problem reduces to the investigation of a system of equa- 

tions of the (m + q ) order of the form 

rs’ = r, 2 us*r12k1 . . . rpzkqls~. . : qmgm, qi’ = 2 bj*rl”kl . . . rq2h’~q1p1. . . qmsm 

(2 < “kl+ . . . + 2k, -I- 61+ . . . -f- 6, \< N) (3.13) 
On the basis of what has been presented, there follows that the investigation of the 

system of equations (0.19 satisfying the condition (3. 19 and the characteristic equation 
of which has p roots of moduli smaller than unity, m roots equal to unity and 24 
roots of moduli equal to unity (roots of the form i2nih y, = e- 9, can be reduced to 

the investigation of the integrals of a system of equations with constant coefficients 
characterized by (m + 4 9 zero roots with (77~ + 4 ) groups of solutions . 

4. Before we pass to the general case, Iet us consider the system (2.21) assuming 
that its characteristic equation has, at least, one pair of pure imaginary roots f $ x 1 
of multiplicity 7. Then, by means of a linear substitution with constant real coeffi- 
cients, we can transform this system into the form 

th-2r 

Xl 
O- 

- - kfl + x1 (Yi, xv, YYI t>, Yl' = bxl + Yl (rli, G, z/v9 t) (4.1) 
. 

x1 = - hIYj + aj-lxj-1-t Xl (Vi, xv7 yv, t) 

Pi’ = hlXj + aj-lyj-1-f Yj (qi* xv, yvp t) 

(S,i:l,..., nl-_“r;j=:! ,...., r;v=l,._., r) 
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whereXj,yJ arelineartermsin ~s(~=lr.,.r~~~)~ Equation Ib,r-~,rv/-~ 

has 03 roots equal to zero and 2(4 - r) pure imaginary roots , 
Let us notice that all the quantities ffj_ 1 , if different from zero, can be considered 

as being equal to any arbitrary number , We shall consider them equal to 1, . Assum- 

ing z1 = E1 cos 3Llt + C1 sin &t, y1 = & sin h,t - C, cos h, t 

Xj = Ej COSh,t. + cjsink,l + E;_r COS h,l! + cj_1 sin ?L,1 (4-X) 

Yj = ij sin &t - cj cosA,t 7- &-I sin&l - &l cos A,,1 

we have Tll-33 
Q’ = x bskqk + IIs (vi, Ev, <VY t> 

k---l 

(s,i=i ,..., nl--2r; j=2 ,..., r; v=i, . . ..r) 

If a few groups of solutions correspond to each multiple root f t h, , then for each 
such group the transformations described by Formulas (4.2) are carried out completely 

analogously . 
Let us note that the characteristic equation of the system (4.3~ ha&02 + ‘27 roots equal 

to zero and 2 (g - 7’) pure imaginary roots . 
If one group of solutions corresponds to the pure imaginary roots f t h 1 , i. e. all the 

aj-1 # 0 , then two groups of solutions will correspond to the complementary zero 

roots. If, however, k group of solutions will correspond to those roots, then 27 zero 
roots will have 2 k groups of solutions . 

Let us notice also that when x 1 is equal to an integer, the functions H, 1, z J, 2, 
are periodic functions of t with a period 2TT. 

If A, = al/& (al, fil are integers) , then by substituting 6 = pl 7, we give the 

system a form for which h 1 is equal to an integer , 
In the case of irrational h, , the problem is somewhat more complicated . The 

expressions H, 1 , E J, 2, , are not periodic functions of 6 anymore , Let us repre- 
sent one of them in the form 

Hsl = )IW11(0)(t)71,yr. . . qpYP~lml. . . Z&mr~16l . . . crSr (4.4) 

(p===nl-zr; s=l,...,p), (‘L,<~l+...er,+~l+...+m,+61+...+6,fN) 

where to) replaces the index [a.. .ypm,. . . m,6;. . . 6,). 

It is e_asy to find that the functions !!,(‘)(t) are linear e p x ressions of the coefficients 

A!“l***k”*) (t), appearing in the system (2.21) , multiplied by sin C,h,ti and cos Q&ti. 
The numbers 81 appearing in forms of the .& th order can take values from 1 to 4 . 

There follows that the functions fi, p)( 5 ) for which 

y1 + -.* + yp j-m,+...+ m,+ 6,+.,.-i-6, = I 

can be represented in the form 

H,(O) (t) = 2 A,,(o) (t) eicl&f (4.5) . 
Cl 

re periodic functions of t having a period 2rT. When x1 is 
( ti ) are almost periodic functions of 6. 
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The coefficients of the expansions of z j and sJ appearing in the system (4. 3) have 

a similar structure . 

A sfmil.?r transformation can he made for any pair of simple or multiple pure imagi- 

nary roots 2 ih, , Consequently, in the general case the system (2. ‘31) can always br 

transformed into a new system, the characteristic equation of which has all its roots 

equal to zero . This system can he represented in the form 

The symbol -: stands for the index (kr,. . . , k, ) , 
The function ‘BS ‘I ( 3 ) have the following structure : 

B,* (t) = 2 x A,:, (t) exp i (&lhl --f- F& + . . . + E&~) t 
Ej lis (4.7) 

The symbol ** stands for the index (E r... Q). The quantity p determines the num- 

ber of irrational pure imaginary roots , The summation with respect to iz, extends to 

all. the positive integers k,, which satisfy the equality kl + . . . -t k, ~7 1 , and the 

summation with respect to Cd to all the positive and negative numbers Cj (3 1 1,. ,, p) 

which satisfy the condition c 16 j / s 1 . 
The functions AI** are representative linear forms with constant complex coeffici- 

ents of ASzz( i”/) : they are periodic in 6 with a period ZTT. 

The functions I!?,” ( 6 j are real, almost periodic functions of ti for real values of t . 

The new variables ~1, . . . , X, are real functions of the real variable t . 
We should point out, that the problem of stability with respect to the variables “I, 

of the original system (2.21) and X, are equivalent , 

5. Let us prove now that for cases which are not essentially singular, we can always 

reduce the problem of the stability of periodic oscillations, characterized by the system 

(2, 21) to the problem of the stabi.lity of equilibrium. 

Let us consider the system (4, 6) assuming that somehow it was possible to transform it 

into a form for which all the fornls XT” are independent of time 6 for 1 s k- 1 . s 

We shall transform this system, writing 

where 
rc,* (1) ==- x x G. (t) exp i (clhl -; . . . -I- F&) t (5.3) 

e- Iss 3 
The indices * and “” have the same meaning as in Formula (4.7) . From (5.1) we 

The functions 13, -’ are equal to ti, ” for hr + . . , + k, -- k : for the values 

kr +... thtl! > 4 ~: 1 these functions are polynomials in those U, * for which 

kr f .,, J- &:, iR- I. 

Taking (4.6) into consideration, we get from (5.1) and (5. 3) 
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Y1’= 5 W(Yl,...,!&2), y; = ys-12j s-1 + 5 Y$ (y1, . . .) TIni 1) 
[>a I,:! 

(s = 2, . . ., n; I = 2, 3. . .) (5.4) 

In this system, when 1 < k - 1 (S = I,..., n) the forms Yd”(y, ,..., yI1; 1) are 

equal to X:" (x1,... , 5) where X, is replaced by & , and the forms Ysck) (yl, . ..) 
I/,,; 0 become 

Y,‘k’ (!I,, . . . . y,,; t) = x a,* (t) qlkl . . . $n (/Cl I liTI x, 7 q l...., I/) 

The functions a, * ( 6 ) are determined by the equalities 
(:.*-I) 

r/r/,* 
cx,” (I) : - (,, - (k,f yiv< 

(lik-lJ~:Il~, ..li12) __ (hzIm 1 )rnll,q tk,k,mlk:tl...k 1 
n --- 

-... 
- (j&-t_ .I)y,I_,u,"cf ~icJ~-1-1k71'*'-~- y_,u:_, -j- /,'," (t) (.-P.(i) 

(S 1, ,, /1; /Cl -I- . I h., = k) 

Uifferent vaIues are obtained from the functions a, * ( 6) by giving different values 

to the futAiohs U, ,* ($ ) , The functions 1c,* ( t) are determined so that the aS*k*( $ ) 

become equal to zero or to constants. 

It is evident that the functions US*,:, ( 6) can be determined from Equations 

where the Lt., are periodic functions of t , with a period 2n , which are linear forms 

of the already found II.-* 
(1: I... “,;_l-lkj, ,... kILj 

If the numbers et,..., EP are such that et At -I- . . . + F!& # 0, then the perio- 

dic function U* dr9 ( ti ) can be determined by assuming that CJ *+,, = 0 . 

If, however,s for some of the numbers Q,..., EP the relatios .slk, + . . . -k F~?+ = 0 

is satisfied, then the o:,, ..Ei,. corresponding to those values of Et,..., +A, must be 

determined from the equalities 

(53) 

l 

T,h.en Equations (6. 7).deter_mine u.:>,. EP. .(I). in the form .of periodic functions of 

petid 2n. Consequently, as a result of the transformation (5.1) , for the values of 

the functions_ U, * found in the system of equations (5.4), all the forms Y,@’ have 

constant coefficients. It is evident that the stru&re of the forms Y8(‘j for ‘4 > k is 

the preview one, i. e, (4, 7) ; 

It is also evident, that the problems of stability with respect to the variables 

~1,. . . , Xn and g/1,. . . , gn are equivalent . 
By giving to the number k the values 2, 3, . . , , i’j, we transform the system (4. G) 

into a new system of the form 
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Z6 * = r+1z,-1+5: as*Zlk’ . . . +__i- x %s(l’ (21, . . ., z,; 1) (5.9) 
,=_iv-1 1 

(s=2,. . .,iz; a<k,+ . ..+k.<iV) 

The points exposed in Sections 3 to 5 allow us to formulate the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.1 . If the system of equations (0.1) is such, that its characteristic 

equation has ??l roots equal to unity, q pairs of roots of moduli equal to unity, and p 
roots with moduli smaller than unity, the problem of the stability of periodic motions, 

characterized by that system, for cases not essentially singular, can always be reduced 

to the problem of the stability of an equilibrium. 
If the roots v, = efzxiAs, the moduli of which are equal to unity, satisfy the condi- 

tion (3.1) , then the problem of the stability of equilibrium, to the investigation of 
which was reduced the problem of the stability of periodic oscillations, is characterized 

by (m +Q ) roots equal to zero . 

6, As an example, let us consider the problem of stability when the characteristic 

equation has two roots of moduli equal to unity, one root equal to unity and n roots 

with moduli smaller than unity , 
This problem reduces to the investigation of a system of equations of the fdrm 

2’ = --hY + x (2, y, 2, Q, 0, y’ = J.x + y (x, y, 2, x,kJ) (s=l,. . .,n) 

n 

z’ = z (% j,. z, “k, l), xs’ = 2 p x + x,(x, ?I, z, sk, t, sk k 
(6.1) 

k=l 

Let us transform the system (I;. 1) by writing 

% = Ys + us (2, Y, 29 t) (s = 1, *.. ) n) VW 

considering U, as being polynomials, representing the fl first terms of the series 11, , 
satisfying the system of equations 

aus 
z’, uk, t)] + - [hx + y (x, !I, z~ Uk’ l)l f 

a2/ 
(6.3) 

au 
n 

+ 2 z (x, y, 2, up 
i?Z 

t) =’ > PskUk + x, (2, Y* 2, up t) (s, k = 1, . ., a) 

If 
k=l 

(6.4) 
x I:L., y, z, uh_ (2, y, z, t), t1 = y fx, Y, 2, uli (2, Y, 2, 2), 21 = 2 [x., y, 2, uk (2, y, 2,1), t] f 0 

then the system (6. 3) satisf$s a!1 the conditioJ_s pf the theorem proven in Section 2 . .” . 
Consequently, the series U, x , p , 2’. t ) are absolutely cbnvergent, at least, for 

sufficiently small vaIues of 1x1. IUL kl. 
Then as the’result’kf the’ substitutibn 

we have 
Is = Ys -i- us (x7 8% 0 (s = 1, *.., h) 

(s= 1, . . ., n) (6.5) 

The functions x1, Y1, 21, & 1 are identically equal to zero for 21 + , . . = Yn = 0. 
Basing ourselves on the conclusions of Section 2, we can assert that the unperturbed 

motion is stable . 
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Note 6.1 l The system (6. 5) has the particular solution 

T = C1 COS k (1 - t,,), ?, -;I. c,sink (t - i,,). z - (‘2. ?/* =z . . . -- f/n -= 0 

Consequently, the system (6, 1) has an almost periodic solution of the forIn 

2’< = l,$ [C, cash (i -I tn), i‘r sin k (t -- to), C2, t] 

.,: = +, cos A (t - !,,I, y - c,sin h It --. kj, .: = c2 (&ii) 

which exists, at least, for sufficiently imall values 171 i71 J al-xi icai * 

7, Let us assume now that the identities (6. 4) do not hold , Then in the case of an 

where tl”‘, 2” are forms of 4th order in l.‘l, ; (1 Gil:), R(.Vlll, Zwy 1-t Nil> are 

the ensemble of the terms of order higher than rhe h’th , and 8 , i?, _!$ bkome equal 

to zero for PI - . l . = & :: 0 . The functions ,r? and Az either do not have linear 

terms in @l,,.., pn or contain them in products with :.‘-‘Y”~ (k, -t k, >N). 

If the question of stability with respecr to the variables r , 2’ is solved by means of 

forms R(‘) and Z(r) with the condition 1 2 fl, and independently from the forms of 

higher order, then when investigating rhe stability of the integrals of the system (7.1) 

it is sufficient to consider the second order system 

r’ _ r jf$“t (~2, =) f.. . _ B!-“) {r’:, z)], ; = %itnif (r-), J) ., . +. > ZtNJ ff”? z) (7.‘3j 

This statement is proved in [3] . Assuming rd :: p we have 

p’ -= 3p [&(*) (p, 2) + . , . - f{cNJ {p. z)], ” z PI) (p, 2) j- -.. +Z(p) (p, 2) (7.2) 

When investigating the stability we must consider the variable p as being a positive 

quantity . Such a system is considered in [5] where a very simple case is investigated 
in which the system (7.2) has the form 

p’ = J$‘“) (p, ;f + H(+p, 2) +. * 1, z :: Zim) (p, ;) p Z!7rL’1’ (?, zj + . *. (7.4) 

and the question of the stabiIity is solved by forms of the 69 th order . independently 
from the forms of higher order , The results of these investigations are also given in 

[6] and C31. 
The problem of the stability of the integrals of rhc system (7. 4) for the solution of 

which it is &dispensable to consider forms of order higher than the mth , is considered 

in 171 . 
In the general case, the system of equations (7, 3) can be represented in the form 
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If b(‘.“j 7 U in (7, 5) then the problem of the stability of system (7.1) reduces to the 

problem of two roots equal to zero with one group of solutions . 
In the case b!t.“) = 0’ the system (7.5) has two zero roots with two groups of solutions. 

In both cases, it is indispensable to consider the variable P as being positive . 
The investigation of the system (7. 5) presents some complications only in the case in 

which all the coefficients b!“.h’)(h- = 1, . . . , iv) become equal to zero for any arbitrary 

large number fl. In that case, the terms of order higher than the flth O!J the right-hand 

side of the second equation of the system (7. 5) do not have fo become equal to zero for 

P = 0. 

8, Let us consider this case . Going back to the system (6. l), we transform it by 

using 
z = E + U (2, t), y = ,rl + u (& t) zs = Ys + US (2, t) (S = 1, .*. , n) 

which yields 

The terms of order higher than the first, and not depending on 5 , ‘IJ, PI, . . . , & 
on the right-hand sides of that system appears in the form 

z (0, 0, z, u* fl, U]., 09 0, . . .I 0, t) = -gz (u, v, z, Uk’ E) - Av + x (u, u, 2, Uk’ 1) _ g 

H (0, 0, z, 
C?V 

u,v, up 0, . . ., 0, 1) = - - az 2.l u, v, z, Uk’ 2) + hu + Y (u, 21, z, Uk” f) - g 

z* (0, 0, 29 u, v, Uk’ 0, . . ., 0, t) = z (u, v, z, Uk, t) (8.2) 
at6 

Ys(O, 0, z, u, v, Uk, 0,. ..,o, q=--- az z( J-J, u7 z, up q + 

I- f; 
k=l 

PskUk + Y, (u, v, z, “p t) - t$ 
The coefficients b(“.k)(k = 2, ,,,, 00) become equal to zero only when 

Z (u, v, z, U1, . . . 1 ‘&; t) = Z” (0, 0, z, u, v, Uk, 0, *.. ) 0, t) Y 0. 

Let us determine the values of the functions 21, U , 24, from (8.2) , under the condi- 

tion 
Z (Id, u’, z* Qr t) = e (0, 0, 2, u, u, Uk, 0, . . . ) 0, 1) = H (0, 0, z, u, u, Uk, 0) . . . , 0, t) = 

= Y, (0, 0, 2, u, u, Uk, 0, .-. ,o, t) E 0 
then the right-hand sides of the system (8.1) become identically equal to zero if we set 

g = l-l = y1 =..*. = yn= 0 

If the system (8.1) is transformed into the form (7, l), the forms Z(‘) become zero 

when r = 0 for any R , no matter how large J? is chosen . The second order system 

(7.4) corresponding to the system(8.1) is such that the straight line P = 0 is a singular 
line for the forms R(‘) and Z(‘) of any arbitrary high order. The investigation of these 
systems is complicated only when the forms R(‘) and Z(l) determine stable motions 

for any arbitrary large R . It is obvious that the stability can be only of a nonasympto- 
tic nature. 
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If,however, it is found that the unperturbed motion is unstable cn the account of the 

forms of the Sth order (g S #) , then the integrals of the system (X. 1) are also unstable. 

Let us point out that if i is rational, then the stability problem, represented by the 

system of equations (6.1) according to the method exposed in Section 4 , is reduceable 

to the analysis of three equations having three roots and three groups of solutions , 
If, however, the right-hand sides of :he system (6.1) do not depend on time, then the 

system (6. 1) takes the form (7. 1) both for irrational and rational x , the terms of the 

order higher than the flth on the right-hand side of thar system do not depend on t. 

In that case the solution (6.6) is periodic with a period Sri///œ . 
Note 8. 1 . We take advantage of this opportunity to point out that the method by 

which the investigation of the stahility of a system of the (n-t 2)nd order is reduced to 

that of a second order system having the same critical variables, was first used in 1935 

in the solution of Liapunov’s problem (for two zero roots with one group of solutions) in 

PI l 
The possibility of such a reduction was proved in that paper. 

In 1936. in [9], this reduction method was applied to the solution of the stability prob- 

lem in the case of two zero roots with two groups of solutions. In that paper it is proved 

that the stability and instability of the complete (72 + 2)nd order system, foIlows from 

the investigation of the shortened second order system . 
In the 1939 paper [3], the reduction of systems of the (G7 + 2p + JJ)th order is considered 

for steady state and periodic motions in nonessentially singular cases, The general state- 

ment concerning their reduction, and their investigation by means of systems of the 

(777 + 2q )th order is proved. In that work, the system of equations takes a form such 

that the search for Liapinov or Chetaev functions for the complete system reduces to the 

search for such functions for the shortened system . Since Liapunov’s and Chetaev’s 

theorems are reversible, the formulated statement is equivalent to the following, If the 

shortened system is asymptotically stable or unstabble , which follows from the consider- 

ation of the fl first forms of the shortened system, independently from the forms of 

higher order, then, the complete system is correspondingly asymptotically stable or un- 

stable. 

The “reduction principle” refers here to the transformation of the given system into 

a form for which the functions of Liapunov ot Chetaev are constructed on the basis of the 

fl first forms of the shortened system, and Liapunov and Chetaev functions for the com- 

plete system have the form 

v = v, (Yl, .*. 9 vd + v2 (Qr - * . +J 

where v1 is the Liapunov or Chetaev function corresponding to the shortened system, 

and vZ is a quadratic form determined from Equation 

Let us note that, when investigating critical cases, Liapunov always sought functions 

V, corresponding to the complete system . As a consequence of that, the ensemple of 

the terms containing -21, . , , , 2, linearly was transformed into zero by an appropriate 

choice of the functions V and not by a transformation of the equations . In the simplest 

case of one zero root and a pair of pure imaginary roots, the reduction principle does 

not have a tangible superiority over the method used by Liapunov . However, in the 

case of two zero roots with one group of solutions, the complications were such that 
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Liapunov was forced to ignore the search for I/ functions and seek a solution to the 
problem in the form of series [lo] . 

In [ll] Malkin made an attempt to generalize the reduction principle to systems (1.1) 

for which the PJi(t) and qsk(ti) are any arbitrary and bounded functions of 6 for 

$20 l This generalization is based on a theorem published in [12]. In the proof of 

that theorem, Malkin has made an important error , It is asserted that with respect to 

the series =j = :j (TV, . . . , q; t), satisfying Equations 

the series uj = ~‘5 (x1, . . . , xTl), determined by the system 

i 
ih. 

(“$,X1-l- **a + ajnxri + Ys) --T- -~= vi (2.1, . 
&Es 

3 “,L; VI, ., 7$ (j = 1, . .., p) 

s=1 

are intensifying if Y, and E/j are obtained from & and 2, by replacing the coef- 

ficients of their expansions by the largest moduli, and if the coefficients a,, for 0 <S , 
represent the superior bounds of the moduli pso. All the ass = CX . This assertion is 

wrong , It is easy to convince oneself that the series I> = c2x3 + c&’ + . . . , satisfying 

Equation 

is not stronger for the series z = a29 + a32 .+ . . . . determined from Equation 

2; (- x - x2) = x2 + x2 

since a,=-+; ca=t. but cs =-& and as =$. Thus the theorem on which is 

based the proof of the first basic theorem of the stability in critical cases is not proved. 
Consequently, the first basic theorem is not proved either . 

In the proof of the deduction principle, Malkin used, without justification, the trans- 

formation given in [3] . The convergence of the series zi = zj (zl, . . . ,z,; t) is not 

proved by Malkin, whereas the series zj = zj (z,, . . . , z,J, appearing in [3] a.re abso- 

lutely convergent . Realizing the logical insufficiency of the discussions in the proof 
of this theorem, Malkin makes another attempt to prove the given theorem in [S] , by 

using transformations different from those used by him in [ll] , The proof, given in 

[6] contains an important error pointed out by Erugin [13]. The transformation 

can be used under the condition that the new variables 5, vary in the interval X+Z Q. 
Malkin considers 15, I and Ix, I sufficiently small . 

If the reduction principle is understood as it is formulated in [3] , then the results 
concerning the systems (1.1) with constant and periodic coefficients, can be easily gene- 

ralized to systems of the same form having coefficients continuous and bounded in ti. 
Let us assume that in the system (1.1) the coefficients pji = 0 , q8 k = 0 for i > j 

and k>s. This assumption does not decrease the generality of the problem 1141 . Let 
the coefficients pJ J and Qss satisfy the condition 
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Then by means of the transformation 

where uj”) (1/r, ..’ 7 ?J,, ,; 1) are forms of the kth order in ?fl, . . . , ?irl!, and by a cor- 

responding choice of those forms, the system (1.1) can he transformed in a form in which 
the functions playing the role of %~“‘(Yz, --., Y,,,; $ become identically equal to zero 

for all k* N, when N is arbitrarily large . The coefficients of the forms ,tjfk! under 

the conditions (A) , are bounded and continuous + Assuming that the system (1. 1) satis- 

fies that condition, we write 

where the us(kl...knl) are linear forms of 21,. . , , 2, . 
The linear forms ~~(~‘...“rll) (zr ,... ,$ tf can be determined such that the functions, 

playing the role of functions Ps(kiV.+knl) for all k, .+. !Q~,, satisfying the condition 

kl -j- . . . + k,, d N. vanish in the transformed system , Similarly, the coefficients of 
the forms us~kt.-%) are bounded and ~ntinuous , 

If the system of equations (1,1) satisfying the condition (A) , has coefficients p pi 

such that the system of equations 

Zi = p11Z1~ z’a z PzlZl+ P22~z~ ..*Y zp’= Pplil -t . * * -t pppzp 

has a Liapunov function & of a quadratic form and satisfying the asymptotic stability 

theorem, then the Liapunov or Chetaev function for the complete system can be deter- 

where vi is the Liapunov or Chetaev function for the shortened system . 
It is necessary to note that the determination of the stability and instabili~ by means 

of the Itf first forms of the right-hand sides of the “shortened” system, independently 

from the forms of higher order, as it was assumed by Malkin in [6], is more general 

than the method proposed in @] which derives from the criteria of stability and instabi- 
lity as determined by functions of Liapunov and Chetaev , The determination of Malkin 

considers, in particular, the case of the nonasymptotic stability _ However, Malkin does 
not clarify whether systems of equations having such property of motions for qsk = 0 
can exist or not . It can be asserted that for steady state and periodic motions, the sys- 
tems of equations corresponding to the perturbed motion do not have such a property at 

leastfor ?2l s2. 
The example of Persiciskii, presented in [6], refers to equations whose right-hand sides 

have linear terms . 

Note 8. 2. As was mentioned before, one can find in [3] the transformation of the 
system of equations (2.21) into equations with constant coefficents up to forms of any 

arbitrary high order, when there are m roots equal to zero, with m groups of solutions, 

and when all the x, are irrational and zm, 1, # 0 , In [6], Malkin touches also this 

problem, considering x s as being irrational , In [6] the reduction is done without 

decreasing the order of the system . 
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